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Abstract—Backscatter is an enabling technology for battery-
free sensing in industrial IoT applications. For the purpose
of full coverage of numerous tags in the deployment area,
one often needs to deploy multiple readers, each of which
is to communicate with tags within its communication range.
But the actual backscattered signals from a tag are likely
to reach a reader outside its communication range, causing
undesired interference. Conventional approaches for interference
avoidance, either TDMA or CSMA based, separate the readers’
media accesses in the time dimension and suffer from limited
network throughput. In this paper, we propose TRIDENT, a novel
backscatter tag design that enables interference avoidance with
frequency-space division. By incorporating a tunable bandpass
filter and multiple terminal loads, a TRIDENT tag is able to
detect its channel condition and adaptively adjust the frequency
band and the power of its backscattered signals, so that all the
readers in the network can operate concurrently without being
interfered. We implement TRIDENT and evaluate its performance
under various settings. The results demonstrate that TRIDENT
enhances the network throughput by 3.18×, compared to the
TDMA based scheme.

Index Terms—Backscatter Network, Interference Avoidance,
Multi-reader Backscatter, Low-power Hardware Design

I. INTRODUCTION

Backscatter is an enabling technology for battery-free sens-
ing applications in the industrial Internet of Things (IoT) [1]–
[6]. Deploying a backscatter network in large factories gener-
ally requires dense deployment of readers for full backscatter
coverage of the deployment area. In an ideal scenario, each
reader covers a small area, enabling excitation and communi-
cation with tags in the vicinity [7]–[12]. In reality, however,
the backscattered signals from a tag are likely to reach a
reader which the tag is not intended to communicate with [13],
inducing undesired interference and potentially degrading the
network throughput, as shown in Fig. 1.

Conventional approaches to deal with the above interference
issue in a backscatter network are either TDMA-based or
CSMA-based. In TDMA-based approaches, the readers, need
to be carefully coordinated so that adjacent readers do not ex-
cite a tag at the same time [14]–[16]. Such coordination can be
achieved in either a distributed or a centralized manner, which
means non-negligible complexity and cost in communication.
In CSMA-based schemes, a reader needs to take back-offs
when the channel is occupied by another reader, and can’t send
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Fig. 1. Illustration of interference in the multi-reader backscatter network.

out the excitation until the channel is clear [17]. Both TDMA
or CSMA based schemes can avoid interference, however, at
the cost of network throughput. This is because they sorely
focus on the readers and avoid interference only in the time
domain.

In this paper, we consider enhancing the overall network
throughput by utilizing other multiplexing space. To achieve
this, we propose to empower the backscatter tags with the abil-
ity to avoid interference in the frequency and space domains.
The backscatter network operates at multiple frequency bands.
Adjacent readers work at different bands. A tag detects its
channel condition and adaptively determines a reader to com-
municate with. In order to avoid interference to the readers,
the tag should be able to select the frequency band with the
strongest excitation signal and only backscatter signals at that
band. The power of the backscattered signal should also be
finely controlled, so as to avoid interference to another remote
reader that works at the same band.

Implementing the above idea is a daunting task, which may
meet the following critical challenges:

1) Given the highly limited power budget of battery-free
tags, typically less than 1mW [18], a significant chal-
lenge arises in realizing the aforementioned innovative
capabilities involving band selection and frequency-
selective reflection.

2) Selective reflection is a missing piece in the state of the
arts. In the existing works, a tag usually backscatters sig-
nals across the whole frequency range. How to generate



backscattered signals in only one of the multiple bands
is a hard problem, especially considering the limited
process capacity of a tag.

3) For the purpose of space division, the power of the
backscattered signals should be finely controlled, but
how to ensure the efficacy of power control under
dynamic channel conditions remains a challenging issue.

In this paper, we present TRIDENT1, a novel design of
the backscatter tag to tackle the aforementioned challenges.
A TRIDENT tag contains a frequency band detector, which
utilizes a frequency-tunable bandpass filter to extract signals
from different bands and a low-power two-step comparator
for signal strength comparison. We exploit the characteristics
of bandpass filters in signal reflection and propose a new
scheme for frequency-selective reflector. We further develop
a reflection power adjuster, which selects suitable terminal
loads for the reflector to control the backscattered signal
strength, so that the interference range of the tag doesn’t
cover the other readers. Including the above components in
the integrated design of TRIDENT realizes frequency-space
division in a backscatter network and significantly enhances
the efficiency of interference avoidance.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• TRIDENT is the first-of-its-kind work that empowers a

backscatter tag with the ability of band detection and
frequency-selective reflection.

• We propose a reflection power adjustment scheme based
on excessive power detection and terminal load selec-
tion, which controls the strength of backscattered signals
and avoids interfering the same-band readers via space
division.

• We implement TRIDENT tag on a printed circuit board
(PCB) and deploy a multi-reader backscatter network
prototype. The results show that TRIDENT enhances the
network throughput by 3.18×, compared to the TDMA-
based scheme.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We
elaborate on our design in Section II and introduce the imple-
mentation in Section III. Section IV presents the evaluation
results. Then we discuss open issues in Section V. Section VI
reviews the related works. We conclude this paper in Section
VII.

II. DESIGN

A. Overview

Fig. 2 shows the backscatter tag designed for TRIDENT. It
mainly consists of three essential components:

Frequency band detector: The frequency band detector
accomplishes band detection through two steps: extracting
excitation signals at various frequency bands and comparing
the strengths pairwise. To extract signals at various bands,
we explore a frequency-tunable bandpass filter model that
demonstrates the relationship between the center frequency

1In Greek mythology, TRIDENT is the weapon of Poseidon (the god of the
sea) and shaped like a three-pronged spear.
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Fig. 2. The three key components of TRIDENT tag.

and resonant capacitance, then we implement this filter using
varactor diodes. For strength comparison, we notice the signal
strength can be converted into voltage by an envelope detector
and stored in a capacitor. Thus we utilize the tunable filter to
sequentially extract signals from two bands, storing the detec-
tion voltage of the previous one and comparing it with the next
one. This approach enables low-power strength comparison.

Frequency-selective reflector: We achieve generating signals
only at a specific band by greatly attenuating backscattered
signals out of this band. For the methodology of generating
backscattered signals with different strengths in various bands,
we investigate the mathematical model of backscattered sig-
nals and identify that the variation of the reflection coefficient
determines the backscattered signal strength. Then we find that
the bandpass filter’s reflection coefficients for signals outside
the passband are nearly constant. And based on the filter we
develop a frequency-selective reflector.

Reflection power adjuster: When the excitation signal is
strong, the reflected signal tends to be strong and can cause
interference to distant readers operating at the same frequency.
To finely control the strength of the backscattered signal, we
introduce a detector to detect excessively strong excitation sig-
nals based on a threshold voltage comparator. Then, building
upon the understanding that variations in the reflection coeffi-
cient directly impact the strength of backscattered signals, we
explore the relationship between the reflection coefficient and
the impedance of terminal loads. We design multiple selectable
terminal loads that enable adjustment over the backscattered
signal strength. Thus we build a reflection power adjuster,
enabling adaptively control of the reflection strength.

Next, we will introduce the frequency band detector and
the frequency-selective reflector, followed by the design of
the reflection power adjuster.

B. Frequency Band Detector

1) Signal Extraction: The first step in detecting the fre-
quency band with the strongest excitation is to extract ex-
citation signals at each individual band. To accomplish this
objective while minimizing power consumption, we incorpo-
rated a frequency-tunable bandpass filter in the next stage of
the antenna [19].
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Fig. 3. The structure of the frequency-tunable bandpass filter.

As shown in Fig. 3, the bandpass filter consists of three
parallel coupled tunable resonators, and each resonator has a
specific resonant frequency f .

f is determined by the two components of the resonator: a
resonant bar and a resonant capacitor, according to:

L =
Z0 tan(2πfl/v)

2πf
, (1)

f =
1

2π
√
LC

=
1

2πZ0 tan(2πfl/v)C
, (2)

where C represents the capacitance value of the resonant ca-
pacitor. v, Z0 and l correspond to the speed of electromagnetic
waves, characteristic impedance, and length of the resonant
bars, respectively.

The equation above indicates that we can change the res-
onant frequency by varying the resonant capacitor, thereby
tuning the filter’s center frequency. Thus we consider using
varactors as the resonant capacitors in our tunable filter design.
The varactor typically operates in a reverse-biased state, and
its capacitance depends on the reversed voltage, according to:

C =
C0

(1− V/V0)γ
(3)

where C0 is the junction capacitance with no bias. V0 and γ
depend on the diode type and are constants for a specific diode.
Specifically in Fig. 4(b), we show the junction capacitance
versus the voltage for diode 1SV285 [20] and BB145 [21].
By using the varactor, we can adjust the resonant capacitance
value by providing a set of different bias voltages, further
tuning the center frequency of the bandpass filter among
several bands. Furthermore, the varactors only consume a
current of several nAs, introducing negligible additional power
consumption to the tag.

To provide different bias voltages to the tunable bandpass
filter, a resistor voltage divider circuit is employed. This
circuit utilizes an SPNT (i.e., single-pole N-throw) analog
switch to connect various resistances to the voltage divider
circuit. By manipulating the analog switch, the voltage divider
circuit generates different bias voltages, thereby facilitating the
adjustment of the filter’s center frequency.

The frequency-tunable bandpass filter is employed in the
next stage of the antenna. When the frequency of the input
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Fig. 4. TRIDENT tag adjusts the Vbias of the varactor diode to change its
capacitance, thus tuning the resonator.

signal deviates significantly from the resonant frequency, the
resonators fail to resonate, resulting in weak electromagnetic
oscillation. Consequently, the input excitation signal is unable
to traverse to the terminal through the coupling and instead
gets reflected back by the filter.

When the frequency of the input RF signal matches the
resonant frequency, the amplitude of the electromagnetic field
oscillation around the resonator is significant. This allows the
signal to be coupled and transmitted to the adjacent resonator,
even if the two resonators are not directly connected. Through
successive coupling, the signal propagates and eventually
passes through the entire filter. Thus the signal in a specific
frequency band is extracted.

2) Two-step Strength Comparison: After the signal extrac-
tion, we use an envelope detector to convert the strength of
the excitation signal at that band into a voltage output. By
comparing the output voltages across the different frequency
bands, the tag can identify the band with the strongest excita-
tion signals.

Instead of employing ADC to sample the output voltages
and comparing them with each other, which would augment
tag complexity and lead to increased energy consumption, we
propose a method in which the output voltages are stored in
capacitors before being compared. This approach avoids the
need for directly obtaining accurate voltage values, and by
using pairwise comparisons, the tag can identify the frequency
band with the strongest excitation signal.

Our frequency band detector performs a comparison of
the excitation signal strength in two frequency bands in two
steps, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Firstly, the center frequency of
the tunable bandpass filter is adjusted to Band 1, and then
switch S1 is closed while switch S2 is open. At this stage,
the envelope detector converts the excitation signal strength
in Band 1 into voltage Vband1, and the capacitor is charged
to Vband1. Next, the center frequency of the tunable bandpass
filter is adjusted to Band 2, and S1 is opened while S2 is
closed. Now the inputs of the comparator are the voltage
Vband1 stored in the capacitor, representing the signal strength
of Band 1, and the voltage Vband2 outputted by the envelope
detector, representing the signal strength of Band 2. The
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Fig. 5. The frequency band detector completes the comparison of signal
strengths at two frequency bands through two steps.

output level of the comparator indicates the result of the
comparison between the signal intensities of the two bands: if
the output level is high, it means Band 2 has a stronger signal,
otherwise, Band 1 has a stronger signal. By performing two
comparisons, this circuit can determine the frequency band
with the strongest excitation signal among the three frequency
bands.

Besides, the capacitor could experience slight voltage reduc-
tion due to the leakage current of the comparator and analog
switches. This leads to potential inaccuracies in the voltage
comparison, especially when the two voltages are very close.
Thus, The tag will exchange the order of two voltage inputs
and then perform another comparison. If the result of the two
comparisons differs, the tag will consider the signal strengths
in those two frequency bands to be practically the same and
randomly choose one as the comparison result.

C. Frequency-selective Reflector

We consider the frequency-selective reflection as the ca-
pability of generating a strong backscattered signal only at a
specific frequency band while producing weak signals in other
frequency bands. For the methodology of generating reflection
signals of different strengths in different frequency bands,
we first analyze the mathematical model of the backscattered
signal and study the factors that influence the strength of the
backscattered signal.

When the tag controls the RF switch to toggle between
two terminal loads. The signal received by the reader can be
represented as:

y(t) = αx(t) + βB(t)x(t) + n(t) (4)

where x(t) is the reader’s excitation signal, n(t) is the noise,
α and β are the complex attenuation of the excitation signal
and the backscattered signal, and the B(t) are either Γ1 or
Γ2, which are complex reflection coefficients corresponding
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Fig. 6. The operating frequency band of the reflector changes with the
variation of the bias voltage.

to the two terminal loads. The average of the second term,
β(Γ1+Γ2)x(t)/2, corresponds to the unchanged reflection of
the excitation signal and does not carry any tag information.
Thus when calculating the strength of the backscattered signal,
this part should be subtracted, and the strength should be
written as |β(Γ1−Γ2)x(t)/2|. This implies that the strength of
the backscattered signal depends on the difference in reflection
coefficient when the tag switches its terminal loads. Therefore,
if we ensure that the reflector exhibits a significant variation
of reflection coefficient only at one frequency band, we can
achieve the frequency-selective reflection.

According to the characteristic of the tunable bandpass
filter described in the previous part, when the input signal
frequency matches the center frequency of the filter, the signal
can reach the switchable terminal loads, thus the reflection
coefficient of the entire reflector for that frequency signal is
primarily determined by the impedance of the terminal loads.
For signals with frequencies different from the filter’s center
frequency, they are directly reflected back by the filter, thus the
reflection coefficient of the reflector for that frequency signal is
determined by the filter and remains unchanged when terminal
loads are switched.

Based on the above analysis, we consider adding a voltage-
tunable bandpass filter mentioned above in front of the tra-
ditional RF switch to form a frequency-selective reflector.
To confirm the feasibility of this approach, we measure the
difference in reflection coefficients in various frequency bands
when the reflector toggles the terminal loads. Fig. 6 illustrates
the difference in reflection coefficients for two different termi-
nal loads corresponding to three different bias voltage inputs
applied to the reflector. Although the reflection coefficient dif-
ference of the reflector under three bias voltage inputs may not
be completely isolated from each other, each peak corresponds
to only one frequency band, and the changes in reflection
coefficient for the other two bands are minimal. This indicates
that when the reflector selects a specific frequency band, it
will generate a strong backscattered signal only at that band,
while the backscattered signal in the other frequency bands
is extremely weak. Hence, this reflector exhibits excellent
capability of frequency-selective reflection.
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D. Reflection Power Adjuster

In backscatter communication, the strength of backscattered
signals is directly related to the strength of the excitation
signal, which varies with the distance between the tag and
the reader. In the case of a tag being close to a reader,
its backscattered signal can be excessively strong and cause
interference to distant readers operating at the same frequency.
To control the strength of backscattered signals, the tag first
needs to detect the strength of the excitation signal. Thus, we
introduce the excessive power detector.

Noticing that the envelope detector converts the strength
of the excitation signal into a voltage output, allowing for
checking whether the excitation signal is excessively intense
through a threshold voltage comparison. Considering the fre-
quency band detector already includes an envelope detector
and voltage comparator, we add a threshold voltage compari-
son circuit to the frequency band selector to implement the
excessive power detector, as shown in Fig. 7. This design
can also help to simplify the tag design and reduce power
consumption.

When S3 is closed, the threshold voltage comparison circuit
is connected and the detector enters excessive power detection
mode. At this point, the comparator’s inputs are the threshold
voltage from the voltage divider circuit and the detection
voltage from the envelope detector. The threshold voltage is
fixed and can be calculated by the backscatter’s link budget
theory [22]. In this case, we adopt 1.6V as the threshold
voltage. By comparing the detected voltage with the threshold
voltage, the tag determines whether the current excitation
signal is too strong.

Once the excessive power detector detects the strength of

Fig. 9. TRIDENT tag is implemented by commercial off-the-shelf components
on PCB.

the excitation signal, the tag needs to adaptively adjust the
strength of the backscattered signal based on the detection
result. According to the expression for the backscattered signal
strength described in the previous subsection, we can adjust
the strength of the reflected signal by varying the difference
in the reflection coefficients of the reflector.

Within the selected frequency band of the reflector, the
reflection coefficient Γ for the input signal primarily depends
on the impedance of terminal loads, according to the following
equation:

Γ =
Z0 − ZL

Z0 + ZL
(5)

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance which is commonly
50Ω, and ZL is the complex impedance of the terminal load.
This equation can also be used to calculate the terminal
impedance given the required reflection coefficients. We em-
ploy multiple selectable terminal loads with proper impedance
on the tag’s reflector. These loads include an inductor, a
capacitor, and a series of an inductor and a resistor, as shown
in Fig. 8. By selecting appropriate loads based on the strength
of the excitation signal, the backscattered signal’s strength can
be controlled effectively.

When the intensity of the excitation signals does not exceed
the threshold, the terminal loads are switched between the
inductor and the capacitor. Due to the opposite imaginary
part of the impedance of the inductor and the capacitor, the
variation in the reflection coefficient is relatively significant
when switching between these two loads. It helps strengthen
the backscattered signal, improving the communication per-
formance between the tag and the reader.

When the excessive power detector detects an excessively
strong excitation signal, the tag’s loads are switched between
the inductor and the series of an inductor and resistor. Because
of the small difference in impedance of these two terminal
loads, the variation in the reflection coefficient during this
switch is relatively smaller, thereby reducing the strength of
the reflected signal. This helps avoid interference with distant
readers operating in the same frequency band.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

A. TRIDENT Tag

We implement the TRIDENT tag on PCB using commercial
off-the-shelf components, as shown in Fig. 9. The tag consists
of a frequency band detector with excessive power detection
and a frequency-selective reflector with adjustable reflection
strength.



TABLE I
POWER CONSUMPTION OF TRIDENT TAG IMPLEMENTED IN 65NM CMOS

TECHNOLOGY

Part Switches Envelope detector Control logic Clock

Power 3µW 7µW 2µW 3µW

Part Comparator Filter Tuning Total

Power 1µW 60nW 16µW

In the frequency band detector circuit, the first component is
the frequency-tunable bandpass filter. The filter is implemented
using microstrip lines integrated on the PCB and three 1SV285
varactor diodes. To provide an adjustable bias voltage to adjust
the center frequency of the filter, we use analog switches
TS5A23166 to switch the resistors in the voltage divider
circuit. For the two-step strength comparison circuit, we use
the LT5534 envelope detector to provide the detection voltage.
The TS5A23166 analog switch is employed to toggle among
the charging and two comparing modes (comparing with
capacitor voltage or threshold voltage), and an NCS2200 low-
power comparator is utilized for voltage comparison. This
circuit enables the comparison of excitation signal strengths in
two frequency bands and detects excessively strong excitation
signals.

The reflector is composed of the frequency-tunable bandpass
filter, the switchable terminal, and the control logic. The
tunable bandpass filter is similar to that in the reflector. The
switchable terminal utilizes two HMC544 RF switches to
toggle among three terminal impedances, which can adjust the
strength of the backscattered signals. And the control logic is
implemented using a low-power FPGA GW1NZ-1. The FPGA
utilizes square waves of different phases at a frequency of
1MHz to switch the terminal loads. This process generates a
BPSK backscattered signal at the frequency band adjacent to
the excitation signal at 1MHz to avoid self-interference.

B. Reader

We implement the mono-static configured readers using
USRP N210 software-defined radio platform by Ettus Re-
search. The USRPs are equipped with two co-located half-
wavelength omnidirectional antennas separated by 30cm. The
transmission antenna is connected to a UBX-40 daughterboard,
which sends a single-frequency excitation signal. And the
receiving antenna is also connected to the same daughterboard,
which down-converts the received backscattered signals to the
baseband and samples them at a rate of 500 ksps.

C. Power Consumption

We evaluate the power consumption of an ASIC solution
of the TRIDENT tag [1], [23] and report it in Tab.I. Because
the analog switches and varactor diodes consume only several
nanoamperes of current and bring marginal additional energy
overhead, the additional power consumption from filter tuning
and frequency band comparator takes only a small part of
the total consumption. This indicates that our design brings
a small burden to the backscatter tag. TRIDENT with ASIC

Reader

1m

Tag

Fig. 10. Evaluation setting in a 4m×6m corridor.

technology meets the energy constraints of backscatter tags
with the power consumption of 16µW. The PCB prototype
implementation has a power consumption of about 30mW.

IV. EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

We construct a TRIDENT network prototype with 4 readers
and 7 tags in an indoor corridor measuring 4m×6m. As shown
in Fig. 10, the 4 readers were deployed around the center
of the corridor and the 7 tags were randomly placed within
the coverage area. The upper and lower readers in the figure
operate at the same band, while the remaining two readers
each use the remaining two bands, respectively. And when
these tags detect the excitation signal, they would transmit a
data packet of 128 bits at a rate of 100Kbps with a variable
reporting rate from 100 packets per second(pps) to 500pps.

We present the overall evaluation results first. In the overall
system evaluation, we take overall throughput as the key
metric to assess the TRIDENT network. Overall throughput
measures the average amount of backscattered data correctly
decoded per second at all the readers in the network. Then we
present our ablation study, where we evaluate the frequency
selectivity, the accuracy of band selection, and the throughput
increment by adjusting the reflection power.

B. Overall Throughput

We evaluate the overall throughput of the TRIDENT network
in terms of different tag numbers, reporting rates and reader
density. We construct a centralized TDMA network as the
baseline and show TRIDENT’s performance gain. The CSMA
network is not compared here since its media access efficiency
is typically lower than TDMA.
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Fig. 11. Overall throughput of TRIDENT network and traditional TDMA network in different number of tags deployed in the network and reporting rate of
each tag.

1) Impact of Tag Numbers And Reporting Rate: We con-
duct four groups of experiments by varying the number of tags
from 4 to 7. For each tag number setting, we vary the tags’
reporting rate from 150pps to 400pps and measure the overall
throughput. We have three observations based on the results
shown in Fig.11.

First, we observe that TRIDENT demonstrates a throughput
improvement of 2.28-3.18× across various numbers of tags
and reporting rate settings compared to the TDMA network.
This is because readers do not need to operate intermittently
in TRIDENT, resulting in a three times increment in their
operating time.

Second, we observe that the total throughput of TRIDENT
network increases linearly with the tags’ reporting rate, while
the throughput increase of the TDMA network gradually slows
down. For instance, when the tag number is 6, for every
50pps increase in the reporting rate, the TRIDENT network’s
throughput increases linearly by nearly 25Kbps. However, the
throughput increment of the TDMA network decreases from
7.5Kbps to 3Kbps. The performance gain also increases with
the reporting rate, ranging from 2.28-2.66× at a reporting rate
of 150pps to 2.92-3.18× at a reporting rate of 400pps.

Third, when the reporting rate is high, the total throughput
of TRIDENT network continues to grow with the increasing tag
number, while the increase in total throughput of the TDMA
network is highly limited. At a reporting rate of 400pps, the
average increase in throughput of the TRIDENT network is
13.9Kbps per additional tag. (27.8% of the ideal throughput
per tag). On the other hand, TDMA network only achieves an
average increase of 7.7Kbps in throughput for each additional
tag (15.4% of the ideal throughput per tag).

The reason is that a reader in the TDMA network can excite
the tags which wouldn’t respond to it in TRIDENT network.
This results in the reader communicating with more tags, and
these tags cause more serious interference, especially under
high reporting rate conditions. This evaluation demonstrates
that TRIDENT network performs better in scenarios where tag
throughput is required to be high.

2) Impact of Readers’ Density: We deploy 7 tags and set
the reporting rate of each tag to 400pps. We set the distance
between each pair of readers to 1.4m, 1.8m, and 2.2m to

change the reader’s density and measure the overall throughput
in each setting.

The results are depicted in Fig. 12, as the distance between
readers decreases, the throughput of TRIDENT remains rela-
tively constant at 230Kbps or even slightly increases. However,
the throughput of the TDMA network decreases from 72Kbps
to 69Kbps. From a performance gain perspective, the closer the
distance between readers, the higher the gain of TRIDENT. The
performance gain increases from 3.18× at a reader distance
of 2.2m to 3.33× at a distance of 1.4m. This is because the
TDMA network activates more tags with higher reader density,
leading to more severe tag-to-tag interference and adversely
affecting the throughput. The result indicates that TRIDENT is
more suitable for environments with dense reader deployments
than the TDMA network.

C. Ablation Study

1) Frequency Selectivity of Reflector: We set the reader’s
frequencies to 700MHz, 800MHz, and 900MHz. And we
set the operating frequency bands of the tag to the three
aforementioned bands, respectively. The tag is placed at a
distance of 70cm from the reader. We evaluate the strength
of the backscattered signal received by the reader in different
bands and use their difference to characterize the frequency
selectivity of the reflector.

The results are depicted in Fig. 13. We observe that when
the tag backscatter incident signals across multiple frequency
bands, the backscattered signal received by the reader in the
tag’s operating frequency band is much stronger than the sig-
nal strength outside the reflector’s operating frequency band.
Specifically, when the reflector is set to 700MHz, the reader
receives an excitation signal at -64.8dBm at the 700MHz band,
whereas the excitation signals received in the 800MHz and
900MHz bands are only -82.8dBm and -91.3dBm, respec-
tively. The difference in signal strength between the within-
band and out-of-band signals exceeds 18dB. Therefore, we
can conclude that the reflector can perform reflection at a
single frequency band without affecting other frequency bands,
demonstrating good frequency selectivity.
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2) Accuracy of Band Detection: We assess the accuracy
of frequency band detection in environments with two and
three frequency bands of excitation signals respectively. We
place the TRIDENT tag at an arbitrary position and record
its band detection result. Then another USRP N210 is used
to measure the RSSI of the excitation signals of various
frequency bands at the tag’s deployment point. We measure
the accuracy of the frequency band detector in selecting the
strongest frequency band of the excitation signal. We conduct
80 experiments under the conditions of having two and three
excitation frequency bands respectively.

The results are shown in Fig. 14. When there are two
different frequency bands for excitation signals, the median
RSSI difference between the two bands is 10.9dB. The band
detection of TRIDENT achieves an accuracy of 95.08% in
detecting the strongest excitation frequency band. In the case
of three frequency bands for excitation signals, the median
RSSI difference between the strongest and second strongest
bands is 5.6dB, and the band detection of TRIDENT also
achieves an accuracy of 90.67% in detecting the strongest
excitation frequency band. This evaluation illustrates that in
the majority of deployment locations, the frequency band
detector can identify the frequency band with the strongest
excitation signal with high accuracy.

3) Throughput Increment by Adjusting Reflection Power:
We deploy two readers, RA and RB , at a distance of 3 meters
and assign them to transmit excitation signals at the same
frequency band. We deploy a tag Tα as an interfered tag at a
distance of 50cm from RA and another tag Tβ as an interfering
tag near RB . We vary the distance D between Tβ and RB ,
and measure the throughput of both tags with reflection power
adjuster enabled and disabled for the interfering tag.

The results are shown in Fig. 15. As the distance between
Tβ and RB decreases, the throughput of the interfered RA

significantly decreases due to interference. As the interfering
tag becomes closer to the reader, the throughput of Tα

continues decreasing if the adjuster is disabled. Especially
when D decreases to 10cm, the throughput of Tα is only
14.1Kbps. On the other hand, if the reflection power adjuster is
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enabled, the interfering Tβ with the reflection power adjuster
detects excessive excitation signals and actively adjusts the
reflection strength when D is less than 32cm. As a result, the
throughput of the interfered Tα increases to 58.3Kbps when D
is 30cm, and it can maintain a throughput of 29.6Kbps (2.1×
enhancement) even when D decreases to 10cm.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Frequency Band

Due to the broad bandwidth of the tunable bandpass filters,
we currently set the operating frequency options to 700MHz,
800MHz, and 900MHz. However, not all three frequency
bands fall within the ISM frequency range, which does not
meet the requirements for practical deployment. If we utilize
filters with narrower bandwidth, the operating frequency bands
of the TRIDENT can be set into the narrow ISM band. The
Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) filter is a new type of filter that
can provide ultra-narrow bandwidth as low as 2% [24]. In the
downlink design for backscatter communication, some works
have leveraged the excellent performance of SAW filters [25],
[26]. By incorporating a set of such filters with different center
frequencies in TRIDENT tags, we can meet the requirements
for the operating frequency bands that ensure widespread
application in real-world scenarios.

B. Reader Deployment

The working frequencies and deployment positions of read-
ers in TRIDENT network need to be carefully configured.
Inspired by cellular networks [27], we can employ a hexag-
onal grid deployment model similar to LTE base stations:
readers located within adjacent hexagons operate on different
frequency bands, while the same frequency bands are reused
by readers in non-adjacent hexagons, as depicted in Fig. 16.
Such a deployment only uses three frequency bands and simul-
taneously satisfies the requirements of frequency and spatial
division, making it a potential reader deployment approach for
TRIDENT network.
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Fig. 16. Hexagonal frequency reuse deployment for TRIDENT network.

VI. RELATED WORK

Due to the highly restricted energy consumption, backscatter
tags cannot utilize energy-intensive coordination schemes typi-
cally applied in traditional communication systems to mitigate
interference. However, if the tags are left uncoordinated, they
often cause significant interference with other tags and readers
in the backscatter system. To address the issue, solutions have
been proposed from two perspectives: interference avoidance
and parallel decoding.

A. Interference Avoidance

The core of interference avoidance is to coordinate the
signals onto orthogonal dimensions, utilizing the orthogonality
to avoid or eliminate interference [28]–[32]. Typically, the
orthogonal spatial dimensions used by researchers include the
time domain, frequency domain, code domain, and spatial
domain.

There has been significant research and exploration into
utilizing the time domain for backscatter tag coordination.
These methods usually coordinate the tags backscatter at a
desired time [14], [15], [17], [33]–[36]. In [14], [15], the
reader runs a distributed slot reservation protocol, excites tags
only in reserved time slots, ensuring that the backscattered
signal is only received by one reader. [17] proposed a scheme
where the reader listens to channels before exciting the tag.
If it detects that another reader is working, it will back off
instead of exciting the tag. In [16], [33], [34], the readers are
controlled by a server, which schedules the readers’ working
slots. Thus, the readers can avoid being interfered with each
other and the tags. In some RFID systems, a reader connects
to multiple antennas distributed in a large region. The antennas
work in a round-robin way like a centralized TDMA protocol
[37].

In single-reader environments, some approaches point out
that the frequency domain can be also utilized for backscatter
tags’ coordination [38], [39]. Especially, methods proposed
in [38], [39] enable OFDMA backscatter system by utilizing
the frequency shifting or frequency synthesis on tags, which

achieves coordination of backscatter in the frequency domain.
However, these methods only work in backscatter systems with
a single reader and cannot solve the interference problem in
multi-reader backscatter networks like TRIDENT does. There
have also been efforts exploring backscatter coordination in
the spatial domain and code domain [40]–[42]. [40] proposed
a CDMA backscatter system by using different pseudo-noise
(PN) codes on tags to spread their information. [42] suggests
utilizing narrow beams of the millimeter-wave to spatially
coordinate backscattered signals, thus avoiding interference.
Different from these works, TRIDENT proposes a novel inter-
ference avoidance scheme based on frequency-space division
in multi-reader environments.

B. Parallel Decoding

Parallel decoding [43], [44] is a class of schemes that
directly demodulate the information from interfered or collided
signals to extract the tag’s information. In [45]–[49], parallel
decoding algorithms are proposed. These methods utilize the
symbol clusters on constellation diagrams caused by collided
signals, to directly demodulate the information from collided
signals. Researchers also notice the sparsity of the FFT
spectrum after dechirping LoRa chirps [50]–[52]. They have
proposed parallel demodulation algorithms which can handle
up to 256 LoRa backscattered signals [53].

By exploring the characteristic that the farther a tag is from
the reader, the lower its reflected energy, [54] utilizes power-
domain Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) technol-
ogy and receives messages from multiple tags.

In practical deployments, the aforementioned methods can
be combined with interference avoidance techniques to further
enhance the system’s robustness.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented the design, implementation, and evalu-
ation of TRIDENT, a novel tag design to enable interference
avoidance based on frequency-space division. The tag is able
to detect its channel condition and adaptively adjust the fre-
quency band and the power of its backscattered signals. With
such a tag design, the TRIDENT network avoids interference
while maintaining high overall throughput by utilizing both
the frequency and space domain. The results demonstrate
that TRIDENT enhances the network throughput by 3.18×,
compared to the TDMA based scheme.
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